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Abstract: The folding of proteins is directed by a variety of interactions, including hydrogen bonding, electrostatics, van der Waals’ interactions, and the hydrophobic effect. We have argued previously that an n!p* interaction between carbonyl groups be added to this list. In an n!p*
interaction, the lone pair (n) of one carbonyl oxygen overlaps with the p* antibonding orbital of
another carbonyl group. The tendency of backbone carbonyl groups in proteins to engage in this
interaction has consequences for the structures of folded proteins that we unveil herein. First, we
employ density functional theory to demonstrate that the n!p* interaction causes the carbonyl
carbon to deviate from planarity. Then, we detect this signature of the n!p* interaction in highresolution structures of proteins. Finally, we demonstrate through natural population analysis that
the n!p* interaction causes polarization of the electron density in carbonyl groups and detect that
polarization in the electron density map of cholesterol oxidase, further validating the existence of
n!p* interactions. We conclude that the n!p* interaction is operative in folded proteins.
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Introduction
The three-dimensional structures of proteins enable
their specific functions and arise largely from noncovalent interactions within and between polypeptide
chains.1 These interactions include hydrogen bonding, electrostatics, van der Waals’ interactions, and
the hydrophobic effect.2 The current challenges in
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de novo structure prediction and protein design demonstrate that the understanding of these interactions is incomplete.3–5
We have argued previously that an n!p* interaction between two carbonyl groups can play a role
in dictating protein conformation.6–11 In an n!p*
interaction, the lone pair (n) of a carbonyl oxygen
overlaps with the p* antibonding orbital of another
carbonyl group [Fig. 1(a)]. This orbital overlap is
possible when the putative donor forms a sub-van
der Waals’ contact with the acceptor (d < 3.22 Å)
along the B€
urgi–Dunitz trajectory for nucleophilic
addition (h  109 ). The result of overlap between
the n orbital of the donor and the p* orbital of the
acceptor is the release of energy due to orbital mixing. The energy associated with this interaction
varies with the geometry of the interacting groups,
but we anticipate a typical n!p* interaction
between amide bonds to contribute at least 0.27
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Figure 1. (a) Overlap of the n and p* orbitals in the backbone
of bitter gourd trypsin inhibitor (PDB: 1vbw), residues 5–7.
Image rendered with NBOView 1.1. (b) Geometric parameters
that characterize an n!p* interaction.

kcal/mol.12 We have shown that numerous residues
in folded proteins are oriented to take advantage of
this energy release, suggesting that n!p* interactions could contribute significantly to the threedimensional structure and conformational stability
of proteins.13–15
An n!p* interaction results in population of the
p* orbital of the acceptor carbonyl. A distinctive signature should arise in the structures of proteins. Specifically, as population of the p* orbital weakens the
carbonyl p-bond, the acceptor should distort from a
planar sp2 geometry toward a pyramidal sp3-like
geometry [Fig. 1(b)]. Such deviations can be represented by the angle H at which the carbonyl group
rises out of the plane of its substituents, as computed
according to the method of Mazzarella and co-workers.16 Previously, we examined the pyramidalization
of carbonyl groups in short, helical peptides from the
Cambridge Structural Database.17 We observed that
n!p* interactions engender pyramidalization of the
carbonyl group toward its respective donor; helical
residues not engaged in an n!p* interaction distort
away from the putative donor so as to reduce Pauli
repulsion. We have also detected the distortion
instilled by an n!p* interaction in small molecules.10,12,18,19 Here, we ask the question: Is pyramidalization a signature in proteins as well?

Results and Discussion
We began our investigation with a foundational computational analysis. To evaluate the propensity of an
amide carbonyl group to pyramidalize in the presence of an n!p* interaction, we employed density
functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6–3111G
(2d,p) level of theory to optimize the structure of a
model amide as a putative n!p* donor approaches
along the B€
urgi–Dunitz trajectory.20 To reduce the
degrees of freedom in our analysis, we studied the
structure of formamide as it was approached by
formaldehyde along the B€
urgi–Dunitz trajectory
(d 5 2.75–3.50 Å, h 5 110 ); to simplify our analysis
further, we restricted the geometry of the complex to
ensure parallel orientation of the carbonyl groups.
Then, we plotted the observed pyramidalization as a
function of the n!p* interaction energy (En!p*)
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determined from second-order perturbation theory
in the natural bond orbital analysis program NBO
5.9 [Fig. 2(a)].21 As expected, at high, stabilizing values of En!p*, which correspond to shorter donor–
acceptor contacts, we observed greater pyramidalization. This correlation validates pyramidalization of
backbone carbonyl carbon atoms as a signature of
an n!p* interaction that could enable its detection
in proteins.
Structural refinement can bias the atomic coordinates of peptide bonds toward planarity. Hence,
we examined a nonredundant set (<25% pairwise
sequence identity) of 192 protein crystal structures
that were determined to sub-Å resolution to minimize the bias introduced by refinement.22,23 We
identified residues that receive a backbone n!p*
interaction using a geometric operational definition
[Fig. 1(b)]. Specifically, when a carbonyl oxygen
forms a sub-van der Waals’ contact (d < 3.22 Å) with
a carbonyl carbon along the B€
urgi–Dunitz trajectory
(95 < h < 125 ), we scored the carbonyl carbon as
positive for receiving an n!p* interaction; those residues not meeting this criteria were scored as negative for receiving an n!p* interaction.
We sought to control for the effect of secondary
structure in our analysis of carbonyl pyramidalization, recognizing that local conformation could contribute to pyramidalization.16,24 In particular, the
prevalence of n!p* interactions appears to vary
dramatically between different secondary structures,
being observed with great frequency in a-helices, but
rarely in b-sheets.13 To remove bias from local conformation, we examined the pyramidalization of the
3759 carbonyl groups from our high-resolution set of
protein structures that were not assigned to any
particular secondary structure by Kabsch and
Sander criteria25 as implemented by PROMOTIF.26
Of these residues, 24% receive an n!p* interaction,
a fraction that enables us to make an effective comparison between the geometries of residues that
receive an n!p* interaction and those that do not.
We were able to observe a difference in the
absolute pyramidalization of these two populations
[Fig. 3(a)]. The absolute pyramidalization was found
to be 0.32 higher on average in the presence of an
n!p* interaction, indicating that the two populations are distorted differently (P < 0.00001). Thus,
we conclude that n!p* interactions cause a distortion of the peptide bond in proteins. Moreover, for
those carbonyl groups that accept an n!p* interaction, we observed that pyramidalization tends to
occur toward the donor [Fig. 3(b)]. In the absence of
an attractive interaction, one would expect the carbonyl group to distort away from the incoming oxygen so as to reduce unfavorable van der Waals’
contacts and Pauli repulsion.11 We note that, even in
these high-resolution structures, structural refinement likely enforces planarity upon the peptide
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Figure 2. (a) Calculated pyramidalization and (b) carbonyl
charge separation of formamide resulting from the approach
€ rgi–Dunitz trajectory. The value
of formaldehyde along the Bu
of En!p* was determined by second-order perturbation theory
and charge separation is determined from natural population
analysis (NPA), both as implemented by NBO 5.9.

bond; the true effect of the n!p* interaction on pyramidalization of protein carbonyl groups could be
even greater than that observed herein.
As the n!p* interaction involves donation of
electron density to a carbonyl carbon, another signature of the n!p* interaction should be evident. Specifically, the approach of the nucleophilic n!p*
donor oxygen should polarize the electron density of
the acceptor amide carbonyl. To evaluate this
hypothesis, we subjected formamide to natural population analysis (NPA) upon approach by the formaldehyde n!p* donor.27 NPA is a reliable method for
assigning atomic charges and thus provides a measure of charge separation in the acceptor carbonyl
group, which we plotted against the corresponding
En!p* [Fig. 2(b)]. As expected, the degree of charge
separation in the carbonyl group increases as the
n!p* interaction grows stronger.
Finally, we searched for evidence of this signature in the electron density of a particular protein.
Our analysis is based on a previous report of the
electron density in carbonyl groups of cholesterol
oxidase. In that work, Lario and Vrielink classified
backbone carbonyl groups by the degree of charge
separation observed between the carbonyl carbon
and carbonyl oxygen in the electron density map
[Fig. 4(a)].28 Here, if a clear separation in electron
density is visible at 4.5r, the carbonyl group is classified as a “gap”. In contrast, if no separation is evi-
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Figure 3. Pyramidalization of backbone carbonyl groups in
proteins lacking secondary structure. (a) Absolute pyramidalization of residues receiving an n!p* interaction (blue,
n 5 896) versus those that do not (red, n 5 2863). (b) Pyramidalization of residues receiving an n!p* interaction measured
relative to the location of the n!p* donor, with H > 0
indicating pyramidalization toward the donor.

dent at 5.5r, the carbonyl group is classified as a
“share”. Carbonyl groups for which separation of
electron density was evident at 5.5r but not 4.5r
were classified as “middle.” To control for the influence of secondary structure, we exclude residues
assigned to helices or sheets by PROMOTIF. We
then tabulated the relative abundance of each of
these categories for residues in cholesterol oxidase
that receive an n!p* interaction versus those that
do not, according to our geometric criteria [Fig.
4(b)]. We observe that for carbonyl groups that
receive an n!p* interaction, there is a lower proportion of “share” carbonyl groups and a higher proportion of “gap” carbonyl groups, as compared to those
residues that do not receive an n!p* interaction.
The greater proportion of “gap” carbonyl groups in
the n!p* positive set is consistent with the notion
that the n!p* interaction causes a polarization of
the electron density of carbonyl groups.
We conclude by noting two important implications of these observations. First, the polarization of
electron density by the n!p* interaction could serve
to increase the strength of hydrogen bonds that are
critical for dictating secondary structure. Secondly,
because polarization increases the nucleophilicity of
a carbonyl oxygen, the polarization of carbonyl
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R < 20%) with resolution of 1.0 Å or better was
culled from the PDB on 28 November 2012 using
the PISCES server.22 Secondary structure assignments were made using Kabsch and Sander criteria25 as implemented in PROMOTIF.26 Residues
modeled in multiple conformations of the peptide
backbone were excluded from analysis.
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Figure 4. Experimental electron density around backbone
carbonyl groups. (a) Prototypical examples of “gap”,
“middle”, and “share” electronic distributions from residues
Leu155, Val108, and Leu287 of cholesterol oxidase (PDB:
1n1p), respectively. (b) Relative proportion of “gap”, “middle”,
and “share” electronic distributions for residues in cholesterol
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that do not (n 5 97).27
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